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Magnetic circular dichroism and Faraday rotation spectra of Y&Fe&O&2
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The magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), Faraday rotation (FR), and absorption spectra of Y3Fe50» at 77 K
are presented between 10000 and 25000 cm '. Comparison of MCD and FR line shapes with absorption-band
energies indicates that the Fe'+ crystal-field transitions are predominantly paramagnetic in nature. It is shown
that spin-orbit mixing of the T&g(6) excited crystal-field states into the ground state is sufficient to explain
the observed MCD of the A&g(S)» T&g(G) band without producing an unacceptable change in the ground-
state g factor and is consistent with the observation of paramagnetic line shapes for the other Fe'+ crystal-
field transitions. It is pointed out that previous analyses of the magneto-optic spectra of iron garnets above
20000 cm ' are probably in error.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL

Since the early Faraday-rotation (FR) measure-
ments on YSFe,O, z (YIG) by Dillon, there has been
much work on the various aspects of FR in rare-
earth iron garnets, e. g. , wavelength dependence
in the infrared, ' effects of rare-earth ions, '
temperature dependence, ' effects of ions with
large spin-orbit interactions, ~' inte~ alia. How-
ever, there has, until recently, been little work
directed towards obtaining a comprehensive FR
spectrum of YIG. Dillong has presented the FR
spectrum at 1.5 K to 20 500 cm using thin crystal
sections but with little analysis. Kuse et al. ' re-
ported the FR spectrum from 5000 to 20000 cm
on single crystals of YIG at 81 and 295 K, and
most recently a series of measurements on epi-
taxially grown YIG have been published which,
owing to the thinness of the layers, tend to con-
centrate on the FR spectrum above 16000 cm
With a few exceptions, the structure in the FR
spectrum of YIG is not clearly correlated with ob-
served optical transitions; this arises from the
overlapping contributions of the many transitions
and the dispersive nature of the Faraday rotation.
For this reason we have measured both magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD) and FR spectra to aid
the analysis.

MCD spectra are in general simpler to interpret
than FR spectra owing to the localized nature of
the absorption. Until recently, MCD spectra were
not directly available for YIG although similar data
had been obtained ' 4 from Kerr ellipticity and
rotation experiments for energies above 20000
cm . Canit et al. have reported MCD data on
YIG in the range 13000 to 32000 cm ' and their
results are in agreement with MCD data presented
here. Again the interpretation of the MCD spec-
trum is not straightforward, owing to-the over-
lapping of many components, and we have found
it necessary to use MCD, FR, and absorption
spectra to aid the analysis.

Absorption data were taken using Hitachi EPS
and Cary 1VR spectrophotometers; data were re-
flection corrected. Faraday rotation was mea-
sured using a polarization-modulation technique
allowing rotations to be obtained to better than
0.01'; samples were saturated in a solenoid pro-
ducing 0. 3 T. MCD spectra were obtained using
a quartz piezobirefringent modulator. Corrections
for Dewar windows were necessary only for FR
data.

All measurements were performed on slices of
YIG cut from bulk crystals grown from PbO-PbF2
fluxes (Pb content of & 300 ppm). Samples pro
duced by Syton polishing such slices had thick-
nesses down to 2 p. m; ion-beam thinning was used
to produce 0. 5- p, m-thick sections. Sample thick-
nesses, determined by interferometry for the
thinnest samples (&10 pm) and an electromechani-
cal instrument for thicker samples, were the
largest sources of error in determining absolute
FR, MCD, and absorption coefficient. This error
is not expected to exceed 5%, being largest for the
thinnest samples. The highest-energy MCD data
were taken on a YIQ film which was rf sputtered
onto a Gd&Ga50» substrate and subsequently an-
nealed in oxygen. We have found that such films
exhibit very similar optical properties to bulk-
grown YIG. It is worth noting that YIG films
grown by liquid-phase epitaxy from lead-based
fluxes can contain substantial levels of Pb2' (Ref. 1V),
whose presence has been detected optically through
observation of the So- Pi transition of this ion
at 36000 cm . The Fe ' ion may be induced to
charge compensate for Pb" and if octahedrally
coordinated the T& —'E transition is to be ex-
pected around 20 000 cm . It is also known that
Pb ' in YIG greatly affects the magneto-optical
properties and care should be exercised when
comparing bulk-grown single-crystal data with
epitaxial-film data.
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III. MAGNETO-OPTIC RELATIONSHIPS

Phenomenologically, magneto-optic effects in
dielectrics can be described by the dielectric ten-
sor

where we have assumed for simplicity that the
material is nonpleochroic and that the magnetiza-
tion is parallel to the positive z direction in a
right-handed set of axes.

The normal modes of propagation of light through
this system consist of right and left circularly
polarized (RCP and LCP) components traveling
along the positive z direction. Vfe use the defi-
nition that light is RCP if on looking against the
direction of propagation, the electric vector ro-
tates counterclockwise; we assume the field vector
to propagate as e '"'. The complex refractive in-
dices N, andN of RCP and LCP, respectively,
are related to ep and e~ by

Pfq= 6p+ Cg )

where

and e, and k, are the refractive indices and extinc-
tion coefficients of LCP and RCP.

It is simple to show that the Faraday rotation of
a linearly polarized beam of vacuum wavelength
Ap is

8= —(m/Xp)(n, —n ) rad/cm,

momentum in the excited term. In a magnetically
ordered system the exchange field and spin-orbit
coupling act together to give a strong effective ex-
ternal field, which not only enhances the strength
of these lines but also causes dipole-forbidden
transitions to exhibit paramagnetic lines by making
the oscillator strengths for right and left circularly
polarized light different. This view of the origin
of the two magneto-optic line shapes in magneti-
cally ordered material has been held until recently,
when several complications became apparent. A
fuller discussion of the necessary changes to the
theory is given in Sec. P.

Up to 20000 cm", the values of m and k for 4

YIG are such that the approximations

el = —(~ o/m) n8,
e(' = X p n 6n/4 v,

are within 5/p and 1%, respectively, of the results
obtained using the full expressions. It is there-
fore quite acceptable to take the line-shape func-
tions of 8 and ha as those of e& and e&', respec-
tively (see Fig. 1). For the highest energy spec-
trum shown, the approximation is not as good as
above but the qualitative relationships between the
line shapes should still be reasonably well obeyed.

In the above we have neglected the effects of the
boundaries of the sample on the measured FR and
MCD. As will be seen, these effects become im-
portant in the regime where the complex rotation
experienced on transmission through the sample
is of the same order as that experienced on re-
flection, i.e. , for the thin samples which are
necessary to measure the spectra of materials in

where we use the definition that FR is positive if,
on traversing the sample along the direction of
magnetization, the direction of linear polarization
rotates counterclockwise when viewed against the
direction of propagation.

The MCD is defined in terms of the extinction
coefficients k, as

an= n, —n = (4m/Xp)(k, —k ) cm '.
The components c& and c&' are related to 8, An, n,
and k by

&f = —(Xp/p')( n8+ —,k b n),
(&o/&) [8k —n(' &n)],

(c

(a) (b)

(d)

i
I
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where n = 2 (n, + n ) and k = —,
' (k, + k ).

Traditionally, magneto-optic line shapes are
classified as paramagnetic or diamagnetic having
the forms shown in Fig. 1. In isolated magneto-
optically active ions paramagnetic line shapes ap-
pear when the ion has a finite orbital angular mo-
mentum in its ground term, and diamagnetic line
shapes appear when it has a finite orbital angular

'\

\
1
I

I
IiI

FIG. 1. Line shapes of off-diagonal dielectric-tensor
elements e~ = d~+i &q'. (a) Positive paramagnetic line
shapes; (b) positive diamagnetic line shapes; (c) nega-
tive paramagnetic lineshapes; (d) negative diamagnetic line-
shapes. e&', —,e~', —-., see text for relationship between
e&, d~' and FH, and MCD.
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TABLE I. Position of magneto-optic features listed
versus line shape and assignment.

Energy
(cm ')

10400
10 920
11420

13500
14 090
14 870

16 050
16 500
16 840
17380

18200
18 550

19100
19600

20 700

21 500

22 500

23250

25200

27 500

I.ine shape

Paramagnetic Diamagnetic Band assignment

A (S)- Tig(G)

6A&~(6S) 4 T&~(4G)

'A ('S) -'T, ('G)

6A1( S) —Tq( G)

Aj(6S) E; Ai( G)

A ( S) Eg 4Ajg( G)

6A1 ( S) —TP~( D)

biexciton or Fe3'-Fe '
charge transfer

biexciton

biexciton

the regions of high absorption.
It can be shown that the complex rotation 4 suf-

fered by a linearly polarized beam after trans-
mission through a free-standing sample of thick-
ness L is

mL i(N —1)
2N N+1

side of the MCD peak at 10400 cm '. The FR
spectrum corresponding to the above major MCD
features should consist of three dispersive-shaped
lines, negative going at energies below the tran-
sition resonance energy, positive going above (we
shall refer to them as positive dispersive line
shapes, see Fig. 1). The presence of a strongly
rising FR background arising from higher-energy
transitions tends to obscure this behavior; com-
pression of the energy scale allows detection of
these features more readily. We are unable to
make an assessment of the line shape of the MCD
arising from the 10140-cm ' absorption band due
to lack of experimental resolution and the proximity
of the 10400-cm band; the FR spectrum does not
offer any help in this region.

Comparison of the absorytion spectrum with the
MCD and FR spectra for transitions between 12000
and 20000 cm, shown in Fig. 3, reveals that the
magneto-oytic spectra have resolved more com-
ponents than straight absorption. Owing to the
rather featureless nature of the absorption bands,
interpretation of the MCD line shapes and their
correlation with the absorption spectrum is not
straightforward. However, the combination of
FR and MCD allows us to make fairly definite line-
shape determinations.

The 6A, ,(S)- T2~(G) band is resolved into three
MCD paramagnetic terms centered at 13 500,
14090, and 14870 cm (Fig. 3), only the first of
which is positive. The negative MCD peak at 14870

- 500
where K= —,

' (N, +N ).
The first term in large parentheses describes

the effects due to passage through the bulk of the
material and the second, the effects of the two in-
terfaces. Using known values of 8, An, n, and
k for ' YIG in the above expression we have esti-
mated that for a 0. 5- p, m-thick sample, the bound-
ary contribution to the rotation of the plane of
polarization is only of order 2% of that caused by
yassage through the bulk. We are therefore justi-
fied in neglecting boundary effects in our data.
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IV. SPECTRA

In this section we shall present and interpret the
spectra for which a summary of the relevant de-
tails is given in Table I. Figure 2 shows the MCD,
FR, and absorption spectrum of the A, ~(S)- T&~(G) band at 77 K. The three major compo-
nents in absorption at 10400, 10920, and 11420
cm are shown to be associated with positive pa-
ramagnetic terms in the MCD (Fig. 1), the two
former being particularly strong. The weak,
sharp absorption band at 10140 cm appears to
be associated with the shoulder on the low-energy
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FIG. 2. MCD, FR, and absorption spectra in the re-
gion of the A«(6S) T«( G) band in YIG at 77 K.
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FIG. 3. MCD, FR, and absorption spectra of YIG be-
tween 12000 and 20000 cm ~ at 77 K.

cm ' is associated with a clear negative FR disper-
sive line shape, whereas the FR line shapes of the
lower-energy components are not well resolved.
It is worth noting that the MCD of the A (S)lg
—Tz~(G) band is predominantly negative while that
of the A, ~(S)- T„(G)band is positive, a feature
shared by the isoelectronic ion Mn,

3' in both
tetrahedral and octahedral coordination. This
fact indicates that it is unwise to make assignments
of bands to either the octahedral or tetrahedral
sublattice on the basis of the sign of the MCD or
FR as has been done previously by other authors.

The MCD of the A, (S)- T~(G) band consists of
three positive paramagnetic components at 16 050,
17380, and approximately 16 500 cm, the latter
being a weaker component on the edge of the 16050-
cm band (Fig. 3). The FR spectrum supports the
assignments of these line shapes for the two well-
resolved MCD peaks. The VV-K absorption spec-
trum of this band is rather featureless but the com-
ponents resolved at 4. 2 K agree well in energy
with the above centers of MCD. There seems to
be some indication of a negative paramagnetic
component at 16 840 cm ~, the center of which
coincides with the center of the corresponding fea-
ture in the FR. In fact, at 6 K this feature is even
more distinct and gives rise to a peak which lies
below the MCD baseline. This feature has not
been seen in absorption at 4. 2 K.

The remaining features in the MCD before the
onset of the strong edge at 20000 cm appear to
consist of two positive paramagnetic components
at 18 200 and 18 550 cm, a negative peak at 19100
cm", and a shoulder with a center around 19600

-1cm . The two overlapping positive paramagnetic

MCD bands at 18200 and 18550 cm are well cor-
related with a positive FR disyersive line shaye.
No structure in the absorption spectrum has been
resolved corresponding to these magneto-optic
features and it is not clear whether they are as-
sociated with the high-energy tail of the A (S)

4
1- T~(G) band or the low-energy side of the SA~(S)

T~(G) transition. The features at 19100 and

19600 cm ~ coincide with components resolved at
4. 2 K in direct absorption.

Although the feature of the MCD syectrum re-
ported in this region agree with those of Canit
et al. ,

~ their data in the region of 20000 cm ap-
pear to be superimposed on a broad positive back-
ground; e. g. , the negative MCD peak in our data
at 19100 cm ' (Fig. 3) is shown in the data of Ref.
14 to be a local minimum on a positive background.
We believe this background is due to the incorpora-
tion of Pb ' in the epitaxial YIG film used by Canit
et a/. I.ead is known to be incorporated in epi-
taxially grown YIG more easily than into bulk-
grown crystals. 7 Full verification of this point
awaits MCD measurements on crystals deliberately
doped with Pb ', but we have made measurements
on YIG doped with Bi ', whose magneto-optic ef-
fect on YIG is similar to that of Pb ' with which
it is isoelectronic. ' The MCD of YIG:Bi is shown
in Fig. 4. Compared to the MCD of YIG free from
lead and bismuth the increases shown in Fig. 4 due
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FIG. 4. Effects of Bi+ on the MCD spectrum of YIG be-
tween 12 000 and 21 000 cm at 300 K.
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24 25 versed, as can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. The
colncldence of a strong posltlve peak ln the FR
spectra, a strong negative dispersive line shape
in the MCD, and a strong component in the absorp-
tion spectrum centered at 23250 cm ' (Fig. 5) in-
dicates the appearance of a diamagnetic magneto-
optic component. This transition is of particular
interest for its involvement in the large Bi -in-
duced FR in iron garnets ' and for its concentra-
tion dependence. At 23250 cm ', where the cen-
ter of the negative dispersive line shape lies, the
MCD ha, s a valUe of approximately —1500 cm
(Fig. 5), suggesting that it is superimposed on
another component.

The appearance of two negative MCD peaks at
25200 and 27 500 cm corresponds to strong com-
ponents in the absorption spectrum at these ener-
gies in YIG.
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FIG. 5. MCD, FH, , and absorption spectra of YIQ be-
tween 20000 and 25000 cm at 77 K.

to Bi ' are larger than those shown by Canit et al. "
and presumed to be due to Pb '. This is consis-
tent with lower expected lead concentrations rela-
tive to the bismuth concentrations and with the
smaller effectiveness of Pb ' compared to Bi '.

Figure 5 shows a particularly well-resolved
positive paramagnetic MCD peak centered at 20700
cm ' and coinciding with the 6A, ~(S)- 4E; 4A&(G)
band the FB shows a clearly defined positive dis-
persive line shape. The onset of a positive shoulder
at 21 500 cm in the MCD presumably arises from
the A&, (S) E~; A. ,~(G) transition at 21400 cm
and an unassigned transition at 21640 cm ' (Ref.
16). Centered at 22500 cm is yet another posi-
tive dispersive line shape in the FR spectrum
whose center is that of a corresponding, strong
MCD peak and absorption band, the A&, (S)- T„(D)
transition. It is around this energy that the
character of the MCD spectrum changes. To
22500 cm the MCD spectrum consists predorni-
nantly of positive paramagnetic contributions,
while between 22 500 and 28500 crn this is re-

V. DISCUSSION
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FIG. 6. MCD spectrum of an rf-sputtered YIG film
at 77 K between 22 000 and 28 000 cm ~.

The most striking feature of the magneto-optic
spectrum of YIG to 29000 crn is the predominance
of paramagnetic transitions; indeed only one ap-
pears to be diamagnetic. We will show in a later
paper that this situation pertains to even higher
energies.

A qualitative theory of the magneto-optic proper-
ties of crystals containing concentrated transi-
tion-metal ions with particular reference to the
oxides of Fe ' has been discussed extensively in
the literature. '4' It has now long been known
that if a magneto-optically active paramagnetic
center has no orbital degeneracy in its ground
state it will always exhibit only a diamagnetic ef-
fect. This is seen for example with 6s ions such
as Tl and Pb and with color centers such as
I' centers 4 and U~ centers ' in alkali halides.

Except in special cases the same diamagnetic
line shape is predicted for transition-metal ions
with 8 ground terms in an exchange field by a the-
ory due to Crossley et al. Qn the other hand a
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paramagnetic FR is observed in YIG for the crys-
tal-field transitions of Fe, 3' whose ground term
is an orbital singlet. An explanation for this line
shape was given by Clogston, who studied in de-
tail the forbidden A, ,(S)- T, ~(G) transition and
showed that the optical transition could be made
allowed by mixing these two terms into each other
with the spin-orbit interaction and mixing a P
charge-promoted or charge-transferred excited
term into the ground 6$ term with odd-parity phonon
displacements. He then showed that exactly the
same mixing gave rise to a paramagnetic line in
the FR. This position was formalized by Kahn
et al. , who suggested that for the Fe '-oxide
crystals the allowed charge-transfer transitions
would show diamagnetic magneto-optic effects and
the forbidden crystal-field transitions would show

paramagnetic effects. Kahn et az. were able to
interpret their extensive data from ferric oxides
in these terms. This interpretation has become
generally accepted as correct 3 4' 6 and attempts
have been made to use the magneto-optic line
shapes to identify the allowed and forbidden tran-
sitions in the region 20000-35000 cm in YIG and
related iron garnets.

Quite recently this useful picture has been upset
by Cheng's observation~7 of a paramagnetic mag-
neto-optic line shape associated with the allowed
charge-transfer transitions of Fe ' in MgO.
Cheng's observation is consistent with the theory
of Crossley et a/. , which indicates that there
should be no distinction between allowed and for-
bidden transitions. They show that if the spin-
orbit mixing between different terms is neglected
the magneto-optic line shape associated with tran-
sitions involving ions with orbital singlet ground
states is diamagnetic. This conclusion does not
depend on the transitions being allowed or forbid-
den. They show also that when the spin-orbit mix-
ing between different terms is included a paramag-
netic line is predicted. For example, the spin-
orbit mixing of the excited 4T& term of Cr ' into
the A2 ground term is sufficiently strong to give
observable paramagnetic lines. ~' This same split-
ting gives a deviation hg of the spectroscopic
slitting factor from the electron-spin value of 2,
and the strength of the paramagnetic line becomes
proportional to hg. We show later that a similar
mixing can be expected in Fe3' and is of sufficient
magnitude to account for the observed paramag-
netic magneto-optic effect but gives very little
change of g from the value of 2.

The theory given by Clogston for Fe ' is prob-
ably qualitatively correct for ions isolated in dia-
magnetic lattices but we now show that the data
presented here and the structure found in the low-
energy tail of the A, ,(S)- T~,(G) band taken by
van der Ziel et al. ~9 make it unlikely to be the

mechanism operating in YIG. Using Clogston's
expressions (8) and (9) gives for the dichroism

sn/n= (1y 5)2 —(1 —6)~,

where

u W

0
Q.
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YIG
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1g 1g
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FIG. 7. Absorption spectrum of 6A~~( S) T~(4G) band
in YIG (Ref. 25) showing phonon sidebands of exciton-
magnon (magnon sideband) lines.

Here W is the separation of the ~g~~(S) and the
T, ~(G) terms on the octahedral site, 6 is the

separation between the ground and the charge-
transferred excited terms, and u is the splitting
of the orbital part of the charge-transferred term
in the exchange field. Since the exchange field can
affect the orbital motion only through the spin-
orbit interaction the value of u is not likely to be
larger than the 100 cm suggested by Clogston.
Clogston assumed that 6=2x104 cm", but it is
now known 6'3 that the relatively strong absorption
between about 24000 and 35000 cm is not due to
charge-transfer transitions as was previously as-
sumed. ' ' ' 3 putting ~ = 10 cm, z = 4 x 10
cm, and u = 100 cm ' gives 0. 3% for the MCD,
much less than the 3% observed for this transition.

van der Ziel et a/. have studied the detailed
structure of the low-energy tail of the Aq~(S)- T„(G) transition and observed two sharp mag-
netic dipole lines at 9V83. 5 and 9803. 8 cm, just
below the onset of the main absorption band. These
were assigned to pure electronic transitions. Their
data, reproduced in Fig. 7, also shows electric
dipole peaks at 10073.1, 10093.1, 10126.V and
10146.8 cm . The positions of these peaks rela-
tive to the magnetic dipole lines correspond to the
positions of peaks in an empirically derived one-
magnon density of states and they were tentatively
assigned to magnon sidebands. It can be seen from
Fig. 7 that the two main peaks in this region are
reflected at energies higher by approximately 274
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and V11 cm . These two separations agree with
the energies of two Haman-active phonons found by
Song et al. This suggests that in this region the
absorption is due to phonon sidebands of the one-
magnon sidebands. The even parity of these pho-
nons contrasts with the odd parity required by the
mechanism of Clogston.

The underestimate of the MCD and the difficulty
with the phonon parity together make it unlikely
that the mechanism of Clogston is responsible for
the magneto-optic activity in this region of the
spectrum.

%e now propose a mechanism alternative to that
of Clogston which we show can give an MCD of the
observed magnitude. The oscillator strengths of
the absorption bands of YIG: YGdG (yttrium gado-
linium garnet) alloys below 20 000 cm have been
known for a long time to be strongly dependent on iron
concentration. 6' ' It is normally assumed that
this sort of behavior is caused by the exchange-
induced dipole mechanism 4 present when the ions
exist in clusters of two or more.

There are two possible ways in which the inter-
term mixing can give rise to a paramagnetic mag-
neto-optic line shape. First, it can mix an ex-
cited term with an orbital degeneracy into the
ground term, thereby imparting an orbital charac-
ter to the ground term. Second, it can mix the
states of different terms together by different
amounts depending on whether the orbital parts
are polarized parallel or antiparallel to the spin.
These twe mixings can be expected to be equally
effective. An example of the second type was
discussed in some detail by Cheng~ and we now

give a brief discussion of the first.
The only states which have finite matrix ele-

ments of the spin-orbit interaction with the g
ground term of Fe ' are the J=

~ levels of the
three 4T& terms. 35 These matrix elements are
tabulated by Schroeder, but such tables are ap-
parently subject to error ~ and we have checked
the results we require. Figure 8 shows the
strength P of the admixture of the three different
Tz J=

& levels into the ground state against the
crystal-field parameter, using values for 8 and
C of VOO and 2600 cm, respectively, and a spin-
orbit coupling constant of 350 cm . The crystal-
field parameter for YIG for Fe3' at the octahedral
site is around 13000 cm ' and consequently we see
that the amount of Tq-term mixed into the ground
state is around 5%. This is sufficient to explain
the magnitude of the observed fractional dichroism
(n, —n )/n for the &~~(S)- T,~(G) band assuming
that the exchange-induced dipole operator joins
the A~ part and the T, part of the ground term to
the excited term equally well.

Contrary to the case of Cre' (Ref. 4), the ad-
mixture of the Tz levels into the 6A.

& levels has

only a second-order effect on the g value because
the operator I.+ 2S has no matrix elements be-
tween T& and A. & terms. The magnitude of Ag
=g —2 then depends only on the square of the mix-
ing coefficients. If the states of the ground term
are given by

where N is a normalizing constant and n runs over
the three Tq terms of d', the change of g is given
by
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FIG. 8. Strength P of the admixture of the three J= &,
4T~ levels into the ground state as a function of crystal-
field strength. Also plotted versus crystal-fieM strength
is the change gg in the ground-state g factor as a result
of the mixing.

whereg are the g values of the Tj terms. Ag is
also plotted in Fig. 8, where it can be seen that
the contribution to Ag from this source is very
small (- 10 ~), as is observed experimentally for
Fe ' in diamagnetic garnet hosts. This change
in the g factor, unlike the Cr ' situation, is not
proportional to the strength of the paramagnetic
term in the magneto-optic effect.

These two mechanisms are capable of accounting
qualitatively for the observed magnitude of all the
paramagnetic lines in the magneto-optic spectrum
which are associated with crystal-field transi-
tions. More detailed explanations of the origins
of the several components of each band would re-
quire much more theoretical effort. A study of
the optical and magneto-optical properties of Fe '
in much simpler systems than garnets will be of
considerable help in advancing the understanding
of iron garnet spectra.

It is more difficult to account for the magneto-
optic spectrum corresponding to the region between
24000 and 36000 cm of intermediate absorption.
Now that it is understood that this is not the O-
Fe ' charge-transfer region 6'3 ' 3 it would seem
most likely that the absorption is due to a com-
bination of biexciton excitations, that is, crystal-
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field transitions on two neighboring ions simul-
taneously, and charge-transfer excitations where
the charge is transferred between two Fe ' ions
making an Fe ':Fe3' pair. 6 The strength of the
absorption due to either of these mechanisms will
be decreased by dilution of the magnetic ions on
either of the two sublattices. The biexciton exci-
tations are understood in terms of the exchange-
induced dipole mechanisms and they are well known
in pairs of several transition-metal ions. The
positions of the peaks in the absorption spectrum
of YIG can be correlated with the expected posi-
tions of the biexciton peaks.

The possibility of spectra corresponding to
charge transfer between metal ions was proposed
long ago to account for bands associated with metal-
ion clusters. 4 It should be treated with caution,
however, when Fe ' ions are involved because
there is little definite evidence that Fe ' can exist
in any crystal. The strongest evidence is in re-
cent optical-absorption data of Faughnan from
iron-doped titanium oxides, which strongly sug-
gests Fe ions being present.

In YIG the most prominent iron-iron charge-
transfer transition would be between octahedral
and tetrahedral pairs. From consideration of the
relative sizes of Fe ' and Fe ' iong and the rela-
tive sizes of the iron sites, the lowest-energy
transition would be expected to transfer an elec-
tron from the tetrahedral to the octahedral site.
This view is also supported by the observation that
the O "-to-Fe ' charge-transfer transition occurs
at higher energies for tetrahedrally coordinated
iron than for octahedrally coordinated iron. 4

Because the dipole operator is a one-particle
operator, the allowed iron-iron charge-transfer
transitions must be to terms in which each of the
Fe3' and Fe4' are respectively in spin-quintet
terms, 'E or 'T&. For each ion on each site we

know the sign and have a good idea of the crystal-
field splitting. From this we can predict approxi-
mately the relative positions of the excited terms.
For example, the lowest-energy pair term occur-
ring when an electron has been transferred from
the octahedral to the tetrahedral site must have
each ion in its respective ~E term. The crystal-
field parameter for the Fe3' ion on a tetrahedral
oxide site is normally about 4000 cm ', which is
then the energy separation of the E and 'T~ terms
of this ion. The second excited-pair term of the
pair will, therefore, have the Fe ' in its T3 and

the Fe ' in its E term and will be higher in energy
than the first by approxim, ately 4000 cm '. Simi-
larly the relative energies of the other excited
terms can be derived and are given in Table II.

It is not easy to identify any of these charge-
transfer transitions in the spectrum of YIQ. It
has been suggested that the lowest tetrahedral-to-
octahedral transition should give a strong diamag-
netic line in the MCD spectrum, as is observed
at 23250 cm . %e have seen, however, that trying
to predict the existence of diamagnetic lines is a
little unreliable. Instead we think that the best
evidence that this transition is a charge-transfer
transition is the observation of a conductivity gap
of about 2. 9 ev both in the photoconductivity 4 and

in thermal-activation experiments. 4'

In the absence of more definitive data the most
attractive assignments of the absorption bands of
intermediate strength in the region of the spectrum
from 20000 to 2SOOO cm are to biexciton transi-
tions except for the line at 23250 cm, which is
tentatively assigned to a tetrahedral- iron-to-
octahedral-iron charge-transfer transition. Even
so, it is clear that this region of the spectrum is
still not properly understood and more optical and

magneto-optical data are. needed, particularly that
taken from magnetically diluted crystals.

TABLE II. Designation and relative energies of the iron-iron charge-trans-
ferred excited terms.

Electron transferred from

Tetrahedral to
octahedral site

Octahedral to
tetrahedral site

Excited
term

first

second

third

fourth

Tet
(Fe4')

'T

'T2

5~

Site

2z

'E,

2g

5g

Approximate
energy above
first excited
term (cm ')

10 000

20 000

'T2

5E

-T25

5E

'T2

5T

Site

Tet Oct
(Fe ') (Fe ')

&g 5E

Approximate
energy above
first excited
term (cm ')

4000

20 000

24 000
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VI. CONCLUSION

%e have used the combination of MCD, FR, and
absorption spectra to show that in YIG, all absorp-
tion bands but one below 28000 cm have paramag-
netic magneto-optic character. A study of the
A, ,(S)- T, ~(G) band suggests that its intensity
is due to vibronics of magnon sidebands and that
Clogston's mechanism for intensity only becomes
dominant at very low Fe ' concentrations; this
situation is probably the same for all the Fe ' crys-
tal-field bands. However, Clogston's suggestion
of spin-orbit mixing of T, and A, states is shown
to produce a fractional dichroism of the magnitude
observed experimentally for the &i&(S)- Tlg(G)
band and qualitatively explains the observation of
paramagnetic terms in the higher-energy crystal-
field transitions. The amount of admixture of T,
states into the ground state to produce the ob-
served fractional dichroism does not create a sig-
nificant change in the g factor of the ground state.

The origin of the change in sign of the paramag-
netic MCD peaks at 25200 and 27400 cm is not
understood and an understanding of the origin of the

line shape of these bands awaits further investi-
gation.
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